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Music is one of the best forms of cultivating community and encouraging inclusivity and 

diversity. It allows students of many ages and backgrounds to come together and participate in 

being creative and have a musical experience. With music you can cross over cultural and 

linguistic boundaries, offering experiences to open the mind to other kinds of music from 

different cultures and different eras.  

We all have different levels of appreciation different styles of music, all of which 

depends on the students’ personal taste. One of the goals of music education is to broaden these 

boundaries and expose students to new kinds of music and cultivate a general knowledge and an 

appreciation of it. Presenting new ideas and skills through music education is one way of 

broadening students’ musical frontiers which can influence many areas of their life.  

A great teacher is one who is able to cultivate relationships with their students and knows 

their students’ strengths and weaknesses. A teacher is able to show them how to use them to 

advance their musical knowledge and improve their musical ability. Music education is for 

everyone no matter their musical ability; with beneficial music teaching strategies, anyone can 

grow to appreciate many different kinds of music and grows in their own musical knowledge and 

skill.  

I strive to provide students with a well-rounded music education and encourage music 

appreciation. I plan to do this through musical instruction in knowledge and skill as well as 

offering opportunities for fun and unique musical experiences. As a teacher, I hope to encourage 

students to be creative in an environment where they can explore and learn new things about 



music. A big part of early music education is creativity and the will and ambition to learn, and it 

is up to the teachers to inspire students through meaningful musical experiences. The goal of 

music is to bring people together in a meaningful musical experience. It is a chance for students 

to come together and immerse themselves making beautiful music.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


